
Group 5 : 

(Yann ALLOGBON 4eD,  Laurine ANGELINI 4eD, Guillaume AUGIS 4eB, Noémie CHAUVIN 4eB, Romain GALLAIS 
JIMENEZ 4eD) 
 

PERSONALITY TEST : 10 QUESTIONS ABOUT CINEMA 

 

1) What is your favorite kind of film? 

a) Comedies      b) Love stories       c) Thrillers 

2) What is the last movie you have seen? 

a)  Nothing to Declare         b) Avatar       c) Esther 

3) What is your favorite film? 

a) Very Bad Trip     b) Titanic          c) 2012 

4) How often do you go to the cinema? 

a) Every week    b) Once or twice a month    c) Never 

5) Who is your favorite actor? 

a) Will Smith     b) Leonardo Di Caprio    c) Brad Pitt 

 

6) Who had the main role in Indiana Jones? 

a) Harrisson Ford     b) George Clooney   c) Sophie Marceau 

7) Who is the director of Twilight? 

a) Mark Morgan    b) Greg Moridian     c) Karen Rosenfelt  

8) What animals are there in Alice in Wonderland? 

a) a cat and a rabbit   b) a dog and a dolphin   c) a parrot and a cat 

9) How long was the shooting of Avatar? 

a) 5 years    b) 6 months     c) 7 weeks 

10)  Who composed the soundtrack of Pirates of the Caribbean? 

a) Martin Lawrence   b) Klaus Badelt     c) Jean Dujardin 

 



 

Profile A 

Famous movies? You know everything about them! Your favorite type of film is the 

comedy because you love laughing. You are always the first one to suggest going to the 

cinema to your friends! In the evening, you love watching a movie with your family. You are 

interested in the actors and the shooting of your favorite film and you wonder why not work 

in the cinema in the future. 

Noémie CHAUVIN, 4e B 

 

 

Profile B 

You are fascinated by love stories and you are very romantic. You are crazy about fairy 

tales. But as for your cinema knowledge, you don’t know the name of the actors. Your favorite 

movie is Titanic because this film is very moving. You love famous actors and you often go to 

the cinema but you have never seen Indiana Jones because you hate action movies. Twilight is 

one of your favorite movies and you know the story by heart. You saw Alice in Wonderland but 

you didn’t like it because you can’t bear the fight at the end. You don’t know the length of the 

shooting of Avatar but it’s normal because this movie is not your kind of film. In your opinion, 

Pirates of the Caribbean is very exciting.  

Guillaume Augis, 4e B 

 

 

Profile C 

You don’t like cinema a lot, you don’t have an important film culture. When your friends 

or your family suggest going to cinema or watching TV, you are not so happy. You don’t know 

a lot of famous actors. 

When you have finished your homework, you don’t rush to watch TV : you read or you 

have other ways of entertainment. You love Brad Pitt and thrillers and you don’t particularly 

enjoy cartoons. You prefer action films such as 2012 but I think you don’t like Indiana Jones 

because you don’t know the actor who played the main character in it. 

Laurine ANGELINI, 4e D 


